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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper G denotes a finite group. As is well known, the converse of
Lagrange’s theorem in group theory does not hold. That is, given a finite
group G of order n, and given a divisor d of n, G need not have a
subgroup of order d. Indeed, a celebrated theorem of P. Hall states that it
suffices to assume the existence of subgroups of special orders, namely of
p-complements, in order to force the group to be solvable. Using the
classification of the finite simple groups, this can be strengthened. Thus Z.
w xArad and M. B. Ward showed AW that if G contains a 2-complement
and a 3-complement, then G is solvable. They also showed that G is
 4solvable if it contains a p, q -Hall subgroup for each pair of primes
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< < w xdividing G . It follows from a paper of R. Guralnick Gu that if G
contains a p-complement for all primes different from one fixed prime q,
then either G is solvable or q s 3 and all non-abelian composition factors
 .of G are isomorphic to the simple group PSL 2, 7 , of order 168.
In Section II we prove some further results related to the theorems of
Arad and Ward and of Guralnick. First, suppose that G contains a
< <p-complement and a q-complement for two distinct prime divisors of G .
In Theorem 4 we show that this assumption implies the solvability of G if
 4  4  4  4and only if p, q s 2, 3 . If p, q s 3, 5 , then by Theorem 3 the
non-abelian composition factors of G are isomorphic to the simple group
 .PSL 2, 8 of order 504. Moreover, we show in Theorem 5 that the existence
of a p-complement and a q-complement implies the isomorphism of the
 4  4non-abelian composition factors of G if and only if either p, q s 2, 3
 .  4  4 in which case there exist no such factors or p, q s 3, 5 in which case
 ..the factors, if they exist, are isomorphic to PSL 2, 8 .
In Section III we completely generalize the theorem of P. Hall about the
solvability of finite groups containing p-complements for all primes p.
<  . <Denote n s p G , and let 2 F m F n y 1. We prove
 4THEOREM 6. If G contains a Hall p , p , . . . , p -subgroup for all1 2 m
 .m-tuples of distinct primes in p G , then G is sol¨ able.
It is also possible to obtain results with no assumptions on the arith-
metic form of the orders of subgroups. Y. Berkovich noted that the groups
< <A and S have subgroups of all orders dividing G , with the exception of5 5
only three divisors. Infinitely many more such examples are obtained by
 .taking direct products of A or PSL 2, 7 with cyclic groups of appropriate5
<  . <orders. In all these examples p G s 3. In Section IV we prove the
following general result, which in view of the above mentioned examples is
in some sense the best possible. In order to state it, we shall use the
following notation due to Berkovich. By G g Lk we mean that G contains
< <subgroups of order d for all divisors d of G , with the exception of at most
k such divisors.
k <  . <  ny4 .THEOREMS 11, 12. If G g L , n s p G , and k - max n, 2 q 2 ,
then G is sol¨ able.
< <Berkovich conjectured that if we allow at most two divisors of G not to
occur as orders of subgroups of G, then G is solvable. This is a special
case of Theorem 12. Berkovich also asked, What are the possible composi-
tion factors of G if G g L3? We answer these and similar questions in
Theorems 15 and 16.
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Our proofs rely on the classification of the finite simple groups.
The non-standard notation in this paper is as follows. Let s be a set of
 .primes. By G s we shall denote a s-Hall subgroup of G. In particular, if
 .p is a prime, then G p denotes a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If n is an
 . <  . <integer then nG s denotes a subgroup of G of order n G s . We shall
use the abbreviation ‘‘NACFS of G’’ for the expression ‘‘non-abelian
composition factors of G’’ and by ‘‘T is an NACF of G’’ we mean that T is
isomorphic to a non-abelian composition factor of G.
II. EXISTENCE OF p-COMPLEMENTS
Our main results in this section are Theorems 3, 4, and 5. We begin with
two lemmas.
 .LEMMA 1. Suppose that G is non-sol¨ able and G 39 exists. Then the
 .  n.NACFS of G are isomorphic either to PSL 2, 8 or to some Sz 2 .
Proof. We may assume that G is a non-abelian simple group. If
 .3 f p G then it follows by the classification of finite simple groups that
 n.  .G is isomorphic to some Sz 2 . So suppose, from now on, that 3 g p G .
w x  . b w  .xThen by Gu , G ( PSL n, q with q s r , r a prime, and G : G 39 s
a  n .  .  w3 s q y 1 r q y 1 . It follows from a theorem of Zsigmondy see Gu,
 .x. n 63.2 that if q is neither 2 nor the square of a Mersenne prime, then
some prime divides q n y 1, but not any number r c y 1 for c - bn. In the
first case our assumptions allow only the case r s n s 2, q s 8 with
 n .  . 2  .q y 1 r q y 1 s 3 , yielding G ( PSL 2, 8 . The second case is impos-
sible under our assumptions. Finally, in the third case, as r / 3 and hence
< 2 a3 r y 1, we must have bn F 2. Thus b s 1, n s 2 and 3 s r q 1. It
 .follows that n s q s 2 and since PSL 2, 2 is not simple, the third case is
also impossible.
 .LEMMA 2. Suppose that G is non-sol¨ able and G 59 exists. Then the
 .NACFS of G are isomorphic either to PSL 2, 4 or to some non-abelian
simple group of order not di¨ isible by 5.
Proof. We may assume that G is a non-abelian simple group. Suppose,
 . w x  .from now on, that 5 g p G . Then by Gu either G ( A ( PSL 2, 4 or5
 . b w  .x a  n .G ( PSL n, q with q s r , r a prime, and G : G 59 s 5 s q y 1 r
 .q y 1 . Suppose that the second possibility holds and consider the three
cases which follow from the theorem of Zsigmondy, as described in the
proof of Lemma 1. Since the first two cases are clearly impossible under
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our assumptions, we may assume that the third case holds. As r / 5 it
< 4follows that 5 r y 1, yielding bn F 4. Clearly n must be a prime. If n s 2
b a  .then r q 1 s 5 , yielding r s b s 2 and G ( PSL 2, 4 , as before. Fi-
< 3 < 4 <nally, if n s 3 and b s 1, then 5 r y 1 and 5 r y 1, yielding 5 r y 1, a
contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma.
 .  .THEOREM 3. Suppose that G is non-sol¨ able and both G 39 and G 59
 .exist. Then the NACFS of G are isomorphic to PSL 2, 8 .
Proof. Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Then G is simple
 n.and by Lemmas 1 and 2, G is isomorphic to some Sz 2 of order not
<  n. <divisible by 5. But by definition n is odd and Sz 2 is divisible by
2 n < <  n. <2 q 1, whence 5 Sz 2 for all n. This contradiction establishes our
claim.
 .THEOREM 4. Let p and q be distinct primes. Then the existence of G p9
 .  4  4and of G q9 implies the sol¨ ability of G if and only if p, q s 2, 3 .
 4  4  .  .Proof. If p, q s 2, 3 then the existence of G p9 and G q9 implies
w xthe solvability of G by AW, Corollary 4.4 .
 .  .Suppose now that the existence of G p9 and G q9 implies the solvabil-
ity of G. Then every non-abelian simple group must be of order divisible
 .either by p or by q. Since PSL 2, 7 of order 168 s 8 = 3 = 7 has both
 .  .  4G 29 and G 79 it follows from our assumptions that 3 g p, q , say q s 3.
 .  .Now PSL 2, 8 of order 8 = 9 = 7 has G 39 , so either p s 2 or p s 7. But
 .  .  .Sz 32 of order 1024 = 25 = 31 = 41 has both G 39 and G 79 , so p s 2,
as required.
 .THEOREM 5. Let p and q be distinct primes. Then the existence of G p9
 .and of G q9 implies the isomorphism of all NACFS of G if and only if either
 4  4  4  4p, q s 2, 3 or p, q s 3, 5 .
 4  4Proof. If p, q s 2, 3 then G has no NACFS by Theorem 4 and if
 4  4  .p,q s 3, 5 then the NACFS of G are isomorphic to PSL 2, 8 by
Theorem 3.
 .  .Suppose now that the existence of G p9 and of G q9 implies that the
 4  4NACFS of G are isomorphic to each other and neither p, q s 2, 3 nor
 4  4p, q s 3, 5 . We shall derive a contradiction from our assumptions.
 .  .  3 .  5Consider G s PSL 2, 7 = PSL 2, 31 of order 2 = 3 = 7 = 2 =
. w x  . w x  .3 = 5 = 31 . Then by AW, Theorem 4.2 , G 29 exists and by Gu , G 79
 4  4  4  4  4exists. Thus if 2 g p, q , then either p, q s 2, 5 or p, q s 2, 31 and
 .  .we reach a contradiction by considering G s PSL 2, 7 = PSL 2, 127 of
 3 .  7 2 .  .  .order 2 = 3 = 7 = 2 = 3 = 7 = 127 , for which G p9 and G q9
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 4  4exist in both cases. So 2 f p, q and suppose that 3 g p, q . Consider
 .  .  3 2 .  6 .G s PSL 2, 8 = Sz 8 of order 2 = 3 = 7 = 2 = 5 = 7 = 13 . By
w x  .  4  4  4  4Gu , G 39 exists and hence either p, q s 3, 7 or p, q s 3, 13 . In
 .  .both cases we reach a contradiction by considering G s Sz 32 = Sz 128
 10 2 .  14 .of order 2 = 5 = 31 = 41 = 2 = 5 = 29 = 113 = 127 . So also 3 f
 4  .p, q and we reach a final contradiction by considering G s PSL 2, 7 =
 .  3 .  4 3 .  .PSL 3, 3 of order 2 = 3 = 7 = 2 = 3 = 13 , for which both G 79
 . w xand G 139 exist by Gu .
III. EXISTENCE OF MANY HALL SUBGROUPS
The aim of this section is to generalize the theorem of P. Hall about the
solvability of finite groups containing p-complements for all primes p. We
w xrely heavily on the results and methods of proof of the paper AW by
<  . <Arad and Ward. We shall use the notation p G s n.
 .THEOREM 6. Let 2 F m F n y 1 and suppose that G p , p , . . . , p1 2 m
 .exists for all m-tuples of distinct primes in p G . Then G is sol¨ able.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. First, note that if m s n y 1
this is Hall’s theorem and if m s 2 this is Arad and Ward’s theorem, so we
assume that 3 F m F n y 2. Then n G 5. Let T be any composition factor
<  . <of G, let ¨ s p T , and suppose that ¨ - n. If m - ¨ then T is solvable
 .by induction, while if ¨ F m then for each prime p g p T we can find a
 .  .  .set of m primes in p G interesting p T in p T y p, so T has
p-complements for all primes p, and is again solvable. Therefore we may
assume that ¨ s n, which means that we may as well assume that G s T
is a simple group, and we assume so for the rest of this proof.
Consider a set p , p , . . . , p of primes which either are all odd or1 2 m
include 2, but neither 3 nor 5. Then the corresponding Hall subgroup is
solvable, and contains Hall subgroups of all possible orders. In particular,
 .G p, q exists if either 2 - p - q, or p s 2 and q ) 5. Therefore Proposi-
w xtions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 of AW show that G is a group of Lie type, which
 .either is defined over a field of characteristic 2 or is PSL 2, p for some
 .Mersenne prime p. But in the latter case G 2, p does not exist, so the
first possibility holds.
Let B be a Borel subgroup of G. Suppose that G belongs to one of the
w xfamilies of simple groups listed in Theorem 5.3 of Sp . Then that theorem
shows that if p ) 5, then B contains a Sylow p-subgroup P of G, unless
w xperhaps G is defined over the field of two elements. This is proved in Sp
by showing that BP is a subgroup, that it is solvable, and that it cannot
contain B properly; otherwise, as a parabolic subgroup, it involves one of
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 .  2 .  .the three non-solvable groups PSL 2, q , PSL 2, q , or U 3, q , where q is
 .the order of the underlying field. But if q s 2, then the orders of PSL 2, 2
 .and U 3, 2 are divisible by 3, so these groups cannot be involved in the
 4subgroup BP, the latter being, in this case, a 2, p -group. Indeed we have
for q s 2 an immediate contradiction, as P ; B is also impossible, be-
< <cause B is a 2-group. The inclusions P ; B show that G : B is a
 4  .3, 5 -number, so if H s G 3, 5 , then G s BH, and H is a flag transitive
w xsubgroup. Seitz list of such subgroups Se yields a contradiction, unless G
is of rank 1.
 .  .  .The groups of rank 1 are PSL 2, q , Sz q , and U 3, q . The first two
wfamilies are eliminated by examining their lists of subgroups in Di, pp.
x w x  . < < 3285]286 , and Su, Th. 9 . If G ( U 3, q , then G : B s q q 1. This
number is divisible by 3 only if q is an odd power of 2, but then it is not
divisible by 5. Therefore q3 q 1 is a power of either 3 or 5, which is
possible only for q s 2, in which case G is solvable.
w xIt remains to check the groups that do not occur in the list of Sp . These
include the Suzuki groups, which were already eliminated, so we are left
3  .with Ree groups over fields of characteristic 2, and with the groups D q .4
w xIn AW these exceptional groups were eliminated by noting that the
< <number of odd primes dividing G : B is not more than the Lie rank of G.
Under our assumptions, the same argument applies only to primes greater
than 5. We will show that this suffices.
< <  . 2 .For the Ree groups the rank is 2 and G : B s q q 1 q q 1
 3 . 6 .  .2 2 .2 2 . 4 2 .q q 1 q q 1 s q q 1 q q 1 q y q q 1 q y q q 1 . Recall
that here q is an odd power of 2. The indicated factors are mutually
 2 .relatively prime, except that 3 s q q 1, q y q q 1 . If q ) 2, these two
not relatively prime factors involve, between them, at least one prime
other than 3, so we have at least four primes in all. The factor q2 q 1 is
the one divisible by 5, and it is not a power of 5, so we have at least five
primes in all, which suffices for a contradiction. If q s 2, the group is not
simple, but contains a simple subgroup of index 2, and it was noted in
w x  4AW that this simple group does not have a Hall 2, 13 -subgroup.
3  . < <  .2 2The last family is D q , also of rank 2. Here G : B s q q 1 q y4
.2 2 . 4 2 .q q 1 q q q q 1 q y q q 1 , and again the factors are relatively
 2 .prime, with the exception of 3 s q q 1, q y q q 1 when q is an odd
< <power of 2. In the latter case 5 does not divide G : B , while if q is an even
power of 2 then q2 q q q 1 is not a power of 3, so in both cases we have
enough prime divisors to obtain a contradiction unless q s 2, but then
.n s 4 .
 4COROLLARY 7. Let G be a finite group containing Hall p, q -subgroups
for all pairs of primes di¨ iding its order, with the possible exception of the pairs
 4  42, 3 and 2, 5 . Then G is sol¨ able.
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Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 6, as that proof applied
3  .only the hypothesis of the corollary, except at the end, when D 2 was4
 4considered. But this group does not possess a Hall 7, 13 -subgroup,
according to the ATLAS, so the proof is complete.
IV. EXISTENCE OF MANY SUBGROUPS
In this section we deal with groups satisfying the Lk property. By
G g Lk we mean that G contains subgroups of order d for all divisors d
< <of G , with the exception of at most k such divisors.
We begin with some technical lemmas.
LEMMA 8. Let H be a Hall subgroup of the Lk-group G. Then H is an
Lk-group.
< < < < < <Proof. Write G s H d and let e be a divisor of H . If G contains a
 < < < <.subgroup K of order de, then G : H , G : K s 1 and G s HK. But then
< < < < < <K : H l K s KH : H s d, whence H l K s e. Since K exists for all
except at most k values of e, the lemma follows.
 .LEMMA 9. Let p ) 3 be a Mersenne prime and let T s PSL 2, p . Then T
n m m <  . < n <  . <has no subgroups of indices 2 3 , where 3 s T 3 and 2 - T 2 . If
 . <  . <p ) 7 then T p9 does not exist and p T G 4.
Proof. The claim about subgroups follows from the list of sub-
w x n < <  .  .groups of T in Di . Write p s 2 y 1. Then T s p y 1 p p q 1 r2 s
ny1 . < < <2 p y 1 p, with 3 p y 1. If T is a 3-primes number, then p y 1 s 2 ?
3m, implying 2 ny1 y 1 s 3m, and it is well known that the only solutions of
this equation are m s 0, 1.
LEMMA 10. Let G be a non-sol¨ able group with the NACFS factors
 .isomorphic to PSL 2, p for Mersenne primes p ) 3. Then G contains no
n m m <  . <subgroups of index 2 3 , where n s 0, 1, 2 and 3 s G 3 .
Proof. Suppose that G contains a subgroup H of index 2 n3m, where
m <  . <n s 0, 1, or 2 and 3 s G 3 , and let LrM be a composition factor of G
 .isomorphic to PSL 2, p , where p ) 3 is a Mersenne prime. Then
<  . < s r <  . <L : M H l L s 2 3 for some s F n and r s PSL 2, p . But for a3
<  . < 3Mersenne prime p ) 3 we have PSL 2, p G 2 and it follows from2
Lemma 9 that LrM contains no subgroups of index 2 s3 r. This contradic-
tion confirms our claim.
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We are now ready for the main theorem of this section. We shall again
<  . <use the notation p G s n.
THEOREM 11. Let G g Lk, let n G 6, and suppose that k - 2 ny4 q 2.
Then G is sol¨ able.
Proof. Suppose that G is non-solvable. Then G does not contain some
 .  4subgroup G p, q , where p, q is one of the pairs listed in Corollary 7. If,
 .  .  4say, G does not contain G 2, p , let S be any subset of p G y 2, 3, 5, p .
 .If G contains G 2, p, S , then this subgroup is solvable and contains
 .G 2, p . Therefore all the indicated Hall subgroups are missing, and their
ny4  .number is 2 . Some p-complement is also missing. If this is G 29 , then
 .  .2G 29 is also missing, while if G 29 exists, Lemma 10 provide us with
three other exceptions.
Finally, if p and q are odd, similar considerations show that at least
ny32 Hall subgroups are missing.
For the case of a few prime divisors we have
THEOREM 12. If G g Lk and k - n, then G is sol¨ able.
Proof. Suppose that G is non-solvable and let n G 6. Then Theorem 11
yields a contradiction. So assume that n F 5. By Burnside’s theorem n G 3
 .and by Theorem 6 we obtain n y 2 missing orders of type G p , . . . , p1 m
 .  .with 2 F m F n y 1. If G 29 is missing maybe counted already then
 . w x  .2G 29 is also missing and by Gu some G p9 , p ) 2 does not exist. We
 .conclude that k G n, a contradiction. Finally, if G 29 exists, then by
w xTheorem 4.2 in AW and our Lemma 10, G contains no subgroups of
i j j <  . <index 2 3 , where i s 0, 1, 2 and 3 s G 3 , yielding k G n q 1, a contra-
diction.
COROLLARY 13. A group in L2 is sol¨ able.
If we know more about the order of G than just the value of n, we can
often say more, but the results are cumbersome to formulate. The point is
 .that if, say, G does not contain G p, q , where p and q are odd, and if h
denotes this missing order, then G also does not contain any subgroup of
order d divisible by h, where d is either odd or twice odd. The reason for
this is that such a subgroup would be solvable, and would contain a
 .subgroup of order h. Similarly if G 2, p is missing. Thus let us define a
 .  4function f r as follows. For each pair p, q of odd prime divisors of r,
calculate the number of divisors of rrr which are odd or twice odd. p, q4
For each prime divisor p ) 5 of r, calculate the number of divisors of
rrr which are relatively prime to 15, and add 2 to take account of2, p4
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.  .missing p-complements . Let f r be the minimum of the numbers that
were so calculated, for all relevant pairs of primes. Then we evidently have
k < <  .THEOREM 14. If G g L , where G s r and k - f r , then G is sol¨ able.
We conclude this section with a description of groups belonging to L3
and to L4.
THEOREM 15. Let G g L3. Then either G is sol¨ able or G is an extension
 .  .of a sol¨ able group by one of the groups A , S , PSL 2, 7 , or PGL 2, 7 .5 5
3 <  . <Proof. Let G be a non-solvable L -group. By Theorem 12, p G s 3.
 . w xIf G 29 exists, then by AW, Theorem 4.2 and by our Lemma 9, the
 .  .NACFS of G are isomorphic to PSL 2, 7 . Suppose, now, that G 29 does
w x  .not exist. It follows from Gu that G p9 does not exist for some odd
 .prime p. Since also 2G 29 does not exist, it follows that G contains a
 .  .subgroup H s 4G 29 here H s G is possible . Since H has no subgroup
< <of index 4, it is nonsolvable, and since 8 does not divide H , H involves
<  . < < <A , the only simple group S with p S s 3, and 8 does not divide S . But5
 4  .then G is a 2, 3, 5 -group. Hence, by Lemma 1, G 39 does not exist and as
3  .G g L , G 59 exists. By Lemma 2 the NACFS of G are isomorphic to A .5
 .We have shown that the NACFS of G are isomorphic to either PSL 2, 7
 .or A . It follows by Lemma 1 that G 39 does not exist.5
Now let S be the maximal solvable normal subgroup of G and let NrS
be the socle of GrS. Then NrS s T = ??? = T , where each T is isomor-1 r i
 .  .phic to either PSL 2, 7 or A . Suppose, first, that T ( PSL 2, 7 for each i5 i
m <  . <and r G 2. Let 3 s G 3 and write m s r q s. By Lemma 10 the missing
indices of subgroups of G are 3m, 2 ? 3m, and 4 ? 3m. Thus G contains a
sq1 <  . <subgroup H of index 3 . Then N : S H l N is a power of 3. Since the
T have no proper subgroups of such an index, neither does NrS and wei
 . < < robtain N s S H l N . But then H l N is divisible by 3 , contradicting
 .  .the choice of H. Thus NrS ( PSL 2, 7 and GrN F Out NrS . As
<   . <  .Out PSL 2, 7 s 2, we conclude that either GrS ( PSL 2, 7 or GrS (
 .PGL 2, 7 , as claimed.
So suppose, finally, that T ( A for each i. As shown above, the missingi 5
<  . < <  . < <  . <orders in this case are G 29 , 2G 29 , and G 39 and similar arguments
yield r s 1 also in this case. As before we conclude that either GrS ( A5
or GrS ( S , and this completes the proof of Theorem 15.5
THEOREM 16. Let G g L4. Then either G is sol¨ able or the NACFS of G
 . <  . <are A and PSL 2, 7 . Moreo¨er, if p G G 4, then the NACFS of G are5
 .PSL 2, 7 only.
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4 <  . <Proof. Let G be a non-solvable L -group. By Theorem 12, p G F 4.
 . w xIf G 29 exists, then by AW, Theorem 4.2 , the NACFS of G are
 . <PSL 2, p , with p ) 3 a Mersenne prime. If p ) 7, then p G 31 and 32
< < 4G , implying by Lemma 9 that G f L . So p s 7 and the NACFS of G are
 .PSL 2, 7 only.
 .  .So suppose that G 29 does not exist, which implies that also 2G 29
w x  .does not exist. By Gu also G p9 does not exist for some odd prime p.
<  . < w x  .Suppose that p G s 4. Then by AW also G q, r does not exist for
some pair of primes q / r and no other orders of subgroups are missing.
 .In particular, G ¨ 9 exist for all primes ¨ / 2, p. If T is an NACF of G
<  . <and p T s 4, then T has at least two ¨-complements, which is impossi-
w xble by Gu . Thus all NACFS of G have orders involving three primes only.
 .  4  4So let p G s 2, u, ¨ , w and let T be a 2, u, ¨ -group. We may assume
w x  .  .  .by Gu that T u9 does not exist. Now either G u, ¨ or G 2, ¨ exists. In
 .  .  .the first case T 29 exists and T ( PSL 2, 7 . In the second case T u9
exists, in contradiction to our assumptions. So we have shown that if
<  . <  .p G s 4, then the NACFS of G are PSL 2, 7 only.
<  . <  .Finally, let p G s 3. Suppose first that H s 4G 29 exists. Then, as
 4  .we have seen, H involves A and G is a 2, 3, 5 -group. By Lemma 1, G 395
 .does not exist. If G 59 exists, then by Lemma 2 the NACFS of G are A5
 .only, as required. So assume that also G 59 does not exist. Let T s KrL
 4be an NACF of G. Because it is a 2, 3, 5 -group, T is isomorphic to one of
 . < <the groups A , A , or U 2 . As G : H is a power of 2 and these simple5 6 4
groups have no non-trivial subgroups of such an index, we conclude that
 . < < < < < <K s K l H L. It follows that T divides H , so 8 does not divide T and
T ( A .5
 .  .So assume that 4G 29 does not exist. Then H s 8G 29 exists and
 .is nonsolvable. Moreover, G q9 exists for some odd prime q. Since
<  . < < <p H s 3 and 16 does not divide H , H and hence G is either a
 4  42, 3, 5 -group or a 2, 3, 7 -group. In the first case it follows from Lemmas
1 and 2 that the NACFS of G are A only. In the second case suppose5
 .  .that G 39 exists. Then by Lemma 1 the NACFS of G are PSL 2, 8 only.
< < < <  . <  .But then 9 G and G has a subgroup of index 3 G 2 , while PSL 2, 8 has
i i  .no subgroups of index 2 or 2 3, a contradiction. So suppose that G 39
 .  4does not exist. Then G 79 exists and the NACFS of G are 2, 3, 7 -groups
 . <  . <  .T for which T 79 exists. As p T s 3, we must have T ( PSL 2, 7 , as
required. The proof of the theorem is complete.
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Note Added in Proof. The authors are grateful to Zvi Arad and Michael B. Ward for pointing
out to us that our Theorem 6 was also proved in their paper ‘‘On the solvability of finite
 .groups,’’ Arch. Math. 42 1984 , 489]491.
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